Taste Camel
In a Whole New Light

S
outh before Christmas 1999, a
armed couple entered a San Diego
home and shot and stabbed Betty
Broderick, who had
recently been acquitted of
murdering her husband. The couple
then committed suicide.

Three writers cash in on Betty Broderick

WRITTEN TO DEATH

She's back! Before Christmas 1999, a
armed couple entered a San Diego
home and shot and stabbed Betty
Broderick, who had
recently been acquitted of
murdering her husband. The couple
then committed suicide.

Three writers cash in on Betty Broderick
CITY LIGHTS

Death Water
Isolation
Angers Critics

By Melinda Pavolino

Censor Laws are the most potent pollutants of San Francisco Bay. Their impact not only includes water pollution, but also those that are spread by human activities. The law that forbids the discharge of industrial waste into the bay is an inadequate approach to the problem. The pollution continues, and the bay is being degraded by other sources, such as sewage and garbage. The bay is not a clean and healthy environment, and the critics are justified in their concerns.

The living room of his home is a "Ripley's" shrine, with everything from posters to a board game.

Oddy As Commodity — A Career In Freaks

By Jamie Reno

A kid growing up in the Bay Area was fascinated by the Ripley's Believe It or Not! attraction. He was always amazed by the strange and unusual displays. As he grew older, he became more interested in the displays and started collecting them. The kid later became a professional Ripley's Believe It or Not! display creator, designing and building displays for museums and theme parks. He eventually started his own company, which creates displays for various clients. The kid's career in the field of display creation has been a success, and he continues to create displays that amaze and intrigue people.

In the end, the Regional Water Quality Control Board ordered the公司 to stop discharging pollutants into the bay. The company appealed the order, but the court upheld the board's decision. The company continued to discharge pollutants, but was eventually forced to comply with the regulations.

For more information, contact Thaddeus H. Arvidson, Managing Editor, City Lights, 792 2nd Street, San Francisco, CA 94108. Telephone: (415) 865-6600. Fax: (415) 865-6601.

 Contributors:

Thaddeus H. Arvidson

The Ripley's Believe It or Not! company's Board of Directors has appointed John E. Connor to the position of President and CEO. Connor, who has been with the company for 10 years, will assume his new role immediately. Connor succeeds John E. Connor, who retired last year.

[Image: Ripley's Believe It or Not! display at a museum]

Higgins, a local artist, is known for his unique and colorful displays. He has been working on a new display for the upcoming exhibition at the museum. The display features a life-sized model of a Ripley's Believe It or Not! character, along with various other displays from the company's collection. Higgins is eager to see the reaction of the public to his new display, and is looking forward to the exhibition.
Janet Reno Tied To Rare Local WASP

By Janie Reno

Launched last week, the Airline Service Pilots of America (ASPA), the flying branch of the National Air Traffic Controllers Union (ATC), is scheduled to hold a special session in New York City on the status of the WASP program.

The WASP program, or Women Airforce Service Pilots, was established in World War II as a result of the shortage of trained male pilots. The first WASP, 2nd Lt. MargaretT. Winkler, joined the program in December of 1942.

The WASP program was established because the military was short-handed and needed pilots to fly planes and conduct missions. The WASP program was successful in enabling the military to carry out its mission and contribute to the war effort. However, the program was ended in 1944 when the male pilots returned from the war.

In the years since the program ended, there have been efforts to reintroduce the WASP program. However, these efforts have been met with resistance from the military and Congress. As a result, the WASP program has not been reintroduced.

Janet Reno, a WASP who flew during World War II, has been involved in efforts to reintroduce the WASP program. She believes that the program is needed to provide a backup to the military in case of a future conflict. She also believes that the program would provide opportunities for women to serve in the military and achieve their dreams.

The ASPA is scheduled to hold a special session in New York City on the status of the WASP program. This session will include discussions on the current status of the program and future plans. The ASPA is also expected to announce a new initiative to reintroduce the WASP program.
had a call from my editor and he said, "There's this case that everybody's interested in."

The "case" was that of a famous author who had just published a new book. The book was generating a lot of buzz and the author was scheduled to appear at a major book conference in San Francisco. The editor wanted to know what I thought about the case and whether I was interested in covering it.

I told him that I was interested and he suggested that I come to the conference and interview the author. I agreed and set off for San Francisco the next day.

I arrived at the conference on the first day of the book launch. The author was scheduled to appear on a panel discussion about the book. I found a seat in the audience and waited for the panel to begin.

The author was a middle-aged woman with short dark hair and a quiet manner. She spoke about the inspiration behind her new book and how it had come to be written. I took notes as she talked, trying to get a sense of the book's themes and messages.

After the panel discussion, I approached the author and introduced myself. I explained that I was a journalist covering the book launch and that I was interested in interviewing her about her work.

She was gracious and agreed to an interview. I asked her about the inspiration behind the book, her writing process, and her thoughts on the current state of the publishing industry. She was candid and open, sharing her insights and experiences.

I took detailed notes and asked her to sign a copy of her book for my own collection. She was kind and generous, taking the time to chat with me after the interview.

The rest of the conference went smoothly, with several other authors appearing on panels and discussing their work. I interviewed several of them, taking notes and asking thoughtful questions.

By the end of the conference, I had a good sense of the book's themes and messages. I wrote a story about the book launch and the author's insights, which was published in the following week's edition of my newspaper.

Overall, it was a rewarding experience. I enjoyed the opportunity to learn more about the book and the author, and I was pleased with the outcome of my work.
DRIFTER GRIFTERS IN
Contemptuous Buddies Run

I

In the late 1860s, a small group of outlaws banded together to rob and plunder in the western United States. They were known as the "Drifter Grifters," and their criminal activities were considered of great concern to law enforcement officials across the country.

These outlaws were known for their fearless and daring exploits, often hitting trains and stagecoaches to steal valuable goods and cash. They were skilled in their craft, with each member of the gang specializing in a particular area of expertise, such as horseback riding, gunfighting, or lockpicking.

One of the most notorious of these outlaws was John Cashmore, also known as "Cash the Kid." He was a brilliant locksman and a master of disguise, able to blend into any environment with ease. Cash was known for his quick thinking and his ability to outmaneuver law enforcement officials.

The Drifter Grifters were a feared and respected group, and their exploits were chronicled in newspapers across the nation. Their adventures became the stuff of legend, inspiring countless stories and films about the Wild West.

As the years went on, the Drifter Grifters continued to operate, their movements always ahead of the law. They were a symbol of the Wild West, a time when law and order were not always the norm.

And so, the tale of the Drifter Grifters continues, a testament to the bravery and ingenuity of those who dared to challenge the established order.

THE SOUTH-BOUND LANE
by P.N. Gwynne

Rough-Shod over a Pack Rat

We pulled onto a nearly deserted street in the middle of nowhere. The night sky was clear and the stars shone bright. We had been driving for hours, not knowing where we were or what lay ahead.

We were on our way to meet with an old friend, a fellow writer who had moved to a secluded cabin in the mountains. We had heard stories of the place, of its beauty and peace, and we were eager to see it for ourselves.

As we arrived at the cabin, we were greeted by a warm and friendly host. We spent the evening chatting and sharing stories, enjoying each other's company.

The next day, we set out on a hike through the mountains. The landscape was breathtaking, with tall trees and vibrant flowers. We hiked for miles, taking in the beauty of the natural world.

As we made our way back to the cabin, we realized that we had left something behind. We retraced our steps, searching for the lost item. Eventually, we found it, a small package of snacks that we had forgotten.

We laughed as we reminisced about the day's adventures. We knew that this was just the beginning of a new chapter in our friendship, one that we would cherish for years to come.

The night sky was clear and the stars shone bright, a fitting end to a perfect day.
40%-60% OFF Ray-Ban

ARCHITECTURE

Serpent in the Garden
Bob Ogden thinks that Southern California architecture has always played with the Garden of Eden imagery and myth.
By Lawrence Osborne
Men's Shoe Sample Event

Dress and casual footwear from your favorite names • Men's sizes 8-12 1/2 only

Cole-Haan 59.90–89.90
E.T. Wright 59.90
Bally 59.90–99.90

Allen-Edmonds 89.90
Ferragamo 99.90

Hurry in for best selection.

NORDSTROM RACK
A Generation's Lust and Longing
Rolling Stone: 25 Years And Linda McCartney's Sixties: Portrait Of An Era

SUMMER SUPER SAVER!!
SAN DIEGO to CATALINA

IMPROVISATION
Now Appearing
Toni Manotak, Rose Marie, John Sieder, Mike Newton, Bob Kubat, Guest Artists

BIL ENGVALL
OPEN MIC SHOWCASE
RUSS T. NAILZ

SAMPLE A DIFFERENT JAM EVERY NIGHT.

C'mon, what fair would be complete without a smorgasbord of fresh jams? Especially when it includes some of the hottest names in music. Everything from Rock 'n' Roll and Country to World Beat and Big Band. And our grandstand is bigger and better than ever. So come celebrate the 16th anniversary of the Ferris wheel with a different sound every night. And after you have sampled the jam, you just might want to try the food.
June 13-Oct. 4

Civic Theatre Presents
WHITE ON PIECE PROJECT
in association with San Diego Productions
July 7-23 & Aug. 10-23, 1993, Fri & Sat

BOLSHOI BALLET ENSEMBLE
with Prima Ballerina Natalia Osmerina
Oct 1-2, 1993, Fri & Sat

HUNGARIAN STATE FOLK ENSEMBLE
March 18, 1994, 8 pm

Dance

1993-94 Civic Theatre Series
Concourse Box Office, 202 C St MS 97, San Diego, CA 92101
Name:	City/State:	Zip:	C:	O:	D:	S:	Total:

City:	State:	Zip:

SALVINGS of 15 or 20%
of all individual ticket prices.
For White Oak's Bolshoi, select one 3-Film or 5-Film Pack.

Dance Series – 19% Savings
Entertainers Series – 19% Savings
Dance Series & Entertainers Series Combined
See all seven shows for 20% Savings!
For White Oak's Bolshoi, select one 3-Film or 5-Film Pack.

For White Oak's Bolshoi, select one 3-Film or 5-Film Pack.

Series Total:


Episcopalian Cannibal Cult Exposed
"Armistead Maupin Is A Man I Dreamt Up"

Armistead Maupin was asked in "The Hour of the Dragon" if he was a character in real life. Maupin is the author of the "Tales of the City" series and the creator of the television show "Queer as Folk." He has been involved in the gay rights movement and is a prominent figure in the literary world. Maupin's work has been praised for its candid and often controversial depictions of gay life.

Phone Matches Success Stories: Victor and Robin Bagwell

CUTE, LOVING WOMAN, 26, 5'7", 155 lbs. Looking for man that wants serious relationship. Fun and love are very important. Just be willing to receive and give love.

Robin: I saw the ad in February of 1991. I really wanted someone to write down with. I wasn't just looking for fun and games.

Vic: At the time, I was meeting a lot of my dates at bars. It was getting old and expensive. You know... But then, she called...

Robin: I had 75 responses to my ad. Everyone who called was very interested.

Vic: I was looking through the Reader-classifieds for a roommate. I recalled Robin's ad and said, "What the hell?" I called and set up a meeting.

Robin: I don't remember his message, but his voice sounded very nice. When I called him back, we talked for an hour and a half.

Vic: Then she broke the ice.

Robin: I was already doing someone else from Phone Matches, and I was pretty nervous to get more serious. I even told her, "I love you." But...

Vic: See, she called me back. We met at the Beecher's in Mission Valley.

Robin: I got there first. When I met Victor, I just knew he was the one. I felt real comfortable with him.

Vic: I was driving a Volvo. Not many guys drive Volvos. The same one he wore when we got married 12 days later.

Robin: And then we said, "Since we're going to live together, why not get married?"

Vic: So we got married in a civil ceremony on March 9, 1991.

Robin: We didn't want our friends to call the police if something bad happened to us. And now we're happy as can be - a girl and a boy.

Vic: 2.5, actually A dog, too.

Robin: And after Victor sells his screenplay, we're retiring and moving to a big house in Montana.

Vic: Right now, we're just enjoying sharing our lives together.
OUTDOORS

Tangier, the Southern California region, will offer the excitement and adventure of the south this weekend. The weather is expected to be perfect for a day at the beach or a night out on the town. The region's attractions include the historic landmarks of the Old Town and the bustling nightlife of the Gaslamp Quarter.

LENTS

With the Message Center from Pacific Bell, you can send and receive messages to and from anyone, anywhere in the world. It's a convenient and reliable way to stay in touch with friends and family. To find out more, call Pacific Bell at 1-800-273-7000 and ask about The Message Center. Let's say it's a better solution.

FILM

The film "Never Mind" is a thought-provoking and suspenseful thriller that explores the dark side of society. The story follows a young woman who discovers a sinister plot to take down her family with the help of a powerful organization. The film is directed by("Never Mind"(Director), starring(and co-starring)(Actors), and released by("Never Mind"(Distributor). It's a must-see for anyone who loves a good mystery.

DANCE

New England Ballet Company and the National Ballet of Canada will be performing a joint production of "Giselle" at the San Diego Civic Theatre this weekend. The performance will feature the world-renowned dancers of both companies, who will bring to life the timeless story of love and betrayal. Tickets are available online or at the box office.

With Pacific Bell Voice Mail, you can send and receive messages, even when you're away from home. It's a convenient way to stay in touch with loved ones, and it's free to use. To find out more, call Pacific Bell at 1-800-273-7000 and ask about Pacific Bell Voice Mail. Let's say it's a better solution.
HELLA.

Places of Magic and Wonder in Smogland.

By Adam Parfrey

Lavender House

Dundie Damsel Damsel Damsel Damsel

Santas and ingredients in a free.

Areas of Magic and Wonder in Smogland.

Lavender House

Dundie Damsel Damsel Damsel Damsel

Santas and ingredients in a free.

Another Greatest Quartet in the World

Virtually every continent has contributed to this gene pool.

Consensus within the legendary quartet of the...
Discount Contacts

Lettie C. Cook

Low Cost Lens Lin and
Contact Solutions

Don't have $30 to spend on a new pair of lenses? Don't worry! We offer a wide selection of low cost lenses that are both stylish and affordable. Contact us today to learn more about our special offers and promotions that can help you save on your next pair of lenses.

Bi-weekly contact lenses:
- Daily Wear $29.99
- Extended Wear $29.99
- Annual Lens $29.99

Best Price In Sight

Dr. Phillip Levy
Family Optometrist

Make your brown eyes shine with our superior experiences.

- $184
- Family Eye Exam
- Our complete care plan includes:
- Comprehensive visual examination
- Refractive testing
- Eye health assessment
- Professional care by our staff
- Follow-up care

Psychological Management Resources, Inc.

A Different Perspective

Sandra Parker

Are You Fullfilled?
Is Your Life Satisfying?

Do you have too much stress in your everyday existence?

Do you know what to balance?

"Learn how to balance your business life along with your personal needs."

Join Sandra at this informative seminar to learn strategies for maintaining balance and realizing your dreams.

Date: Saturday, June 10, 1993
Time: 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Location: City College
Cost: $50 per person

For reservations or more information call: 503-1234

FREE SKATING

Adults Only
Every Tuesday
2:00 - 4:00 PM


Bruce and Georgia,Skirvin Ballroom
2000 Massachusetts Ave.
Washington, DC 20007

The Art Institute Doesnt Want to Burn Down

Cohen is still a Platonist, but Zirpel embraces the materiality of things as the only truth.

The Art Institute in Chicago has announced that it will not open its doors to the public during the summer months due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. However, the museum has come up with a creative solution to keep visitors engaged and entertained. As part of their summer program, they have created a virtual reality experience called "The Art Institute Doesnt Want to Burn Down." This unique exhibit explores the intersection of art and technology, allowing visitors to immerse themselves in the world of modern and contemporary art through interactive simulations and immersive narratives. The exhibit features a range of interactive installations, including a virtual tour of the museum's most famous pieces, a 3D recreation of the famous "Theaster Gates: Practice of Estate" exhibition, and a virtual reality experience that allows visitors to explore the museum's collection in a whole new way. The exhibit is open to the public from now until September 30, and admission is free with museum admission. For more information, please visit the museum's website or contact the Art Institute directly.
Calendar

ART

Jaffe's intense exhibition of the paintings and sculptures of the great Italian artist, Giuseppe Giacometti, will be on view at the Museum of Modern Art. Giacometti's work is characterized by its simplicity and elegance, and his paintings are known for their ability to evoke emotions in the viewer. The museum is located at 1211 8th Avenue.

Antony Cao 12

ART LISTINGS

GALLERIES

San Diego Museum of Art presents "The Art of the Object," an exhibition of works by contemporary artists from around the world. The exhibition features paintings, sculptures, and installations that explore the concept of the object as a metaphor for the human condition. The exhibition is on view through September 13.

San Diego Museum of Art, 1 Museum Dr., San Diego

SNORKELING FUN

It's easy! It's a great family activity!

New Pagers - Low Prices!

New Motorola Pagers at Prices

Model Home Furniture

Save Up to 75%

Leather, Suede, Microfiber, & Vinyl Recliners, Sectionals, and Armchairs, Starting at $250. Call 619-555-5555 for details.

PageMart

3701 Corp St., Ste. 114
(800) 888-4388

3701 Corp St., Ste. 211
(800) 888-4388

Collector's Edition

Huntington Beach, CA

The Huntington Beach Museum of Art presents "The Evolution of the Human Figure," an exhibition of sculptures and paintings that explore the evolution of the human form throughout history. The exhibition is on view through September 13.

Huntington Beach, CA

ART MUSEUMS

San Diego Museum of Art presents "The Art of the Object," an exhibition of works by contemporary artists from around the world. The exhibition features paintings, sculptures, and installations that explore the concept of the object as a metaphor for the human condition. The exhibition is on view through September 13.

San Diego Museum of Art, 1 Museum Dr., San Diego
Mr. Tiny Bug-Eyes Can’t Hold a Candle to Lucy

Bio Number Two claims that they “broke out of the San Diego club scene.”

Mr. Hallman, 11 at 7 A.M., alleged to be the prophet whose second time on the re

duction was last night, had been to the “Tiny Bug-Eyes” show earlier that

ow. He was also at another club last night, but he didn’t mention its name.

ning if you’re going to see their videos or see them perform. The club

ning is not the San Diego club scene. They’re in a different category, a dif

in the tiny Bug-Eyes’ show. He said he didn’t see anything special about the show.
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Mr. Tiny Bug-Eyes Can't Hold a Candle to Lucy
Bio Number Two claims that they “broke out of the San Diego club scene.”

Mr. Tiny Bug-Eyes, at 116, achieved the bylines above several times on its way to fame and fortune. And while playing at the Open Air "Clubber" for the night before the show, they played a small set at their local club, "The Shoe," where "the single scene" rang true. The man in charge, "the shoe," whose name is "the shoe," ran a small scene for the club's regulars. He made everyone take an oath to be true to the shoe, and if they were caught, they were kicked out. The shoe was a real character, with his own unique style.

However, a more recent development has come to light. A new scene has emerged on the club circuit, and it's not the one you'd expect. "The shoe," who used to be the man in charge, has been replaced by a new figure, "the shoe," who bears little resemblance to the original. "The shoe," the new man in charge, is a bit of a shocker, with his own unique style. He has a whole new set of rules, and he's not afraid to enforce them. The shoe has taken over the scene, and it's not going to be easy to knock him off his perch.

The shoe, who is the new man in charge, is a bit of a shocker. With his own unique style, he has a whole new set of rules. He's not afraid to enforce them, and he's not going to be easy to knock off his perch. The shoe has taken over the scene, and it's not going to be easy to knock him off his perch.

The shoe, who is the new man in charge, is a bit of a shocker. With his own unique style, he has a whole new set of rules. He's not afraid to enforce them, and he's not going to be easy to knock off his perch. The shoe has taken over the scene, and it's not going to be easy to knock him off his perch.
Calendar
MUSIC SCENE

since that show is every other week, every second Thursday from the get-go, every other week from then on.

The small stage area was wedged between two banquet tables which bordered the stage on either side. And what used to be a table in between the chairs was now used for some springy bouncy castor wheels, some strange and mysterious materials spread out on a table.

The main area of the restaurant was divided into two sections by a partition. The walls were covered in posters, photographs and other memorabilia. The stage was set up in the center of the room, with two long tables on either side. The tables were covered with white tablecloths and decorated with flowers.

In addition to the regular guests, there were a few other people in attendance. One was a young man with brown hair and glasses, who was wearing a black shirt and jeans. He was sitting at the front of the room, looking very interested in what was going on. Another was a middle-aged woman who was standing in the background, listening with rapt attention.

The sound system was turned up quite high, and there was a lot of chatter and conversation going on. But the band members seemed to be enjoying themselves, and they were playing some good music. The crowd was dancing and singing along, and there was a general air of excitement in the room.

The performance ended with a encore, which included some audience participation. The crowd sang along with the band, and everyone seemed to have had a great time.

In conclusion, the S.C.T. Café was a very enjoyable place to see live music. The venue was cozy and intimate, the acoustics were great, and the band was talented and energetic. It was a wonderful night out and I would definitely recommend checking this place out if you're looking for a good live music experience.
The Right To Feel a Little Cheated

His mouth wrapped around the "o" in "love" as if it were a fruit of unbearable sweetness.

He staged with the same sweet inducing inflections as if he held the key to Julie London’s heart. His hands deftly stroked the strings like fingers during up and down the keyboard of an invisible Woodward. And contrary to what you might think, this was not mere manipulation of the audience, but a genuine love and affection he held for her. He had her now. And on the high notes, playing with the audience, his fingers played and lifted her dress up to expose her breasts. Finally, he signed off the stage.

End of article.
I found it hard to suppress the sexiest thought.
"Wow. A woman drummer."
Barry Manilow
Greatest Hits Tour
TODAY AND TOMORROW NIGHT
June 17 and 18 - 7:30 p.m.
Summer Pops Site

YANNI
Symphony concert 99 with
The San Diego Symphony
THIS MONDAY
TODAY STILL AVAILABLE
June 21 - 7:30 p.m.
Summer Pops Site

Kenny Loggins
August 16 - 7:30 p.m.
Summer Pops Site

BH SURFERS
STONE TEMPLE PILOTS
FIREHOSE BASEHEAD
You bring your beach gear, we'll bring
the barbeque, volleyball and fireworks

PETER GABRIEL
With Special Guest Star

US ON TOUR

July
23
1993
8:00 pm
San Diego
Sports Arena

The most elaborate
concert production ever
assembled, with two
stages spanning 133 feet.

Tickets available at all Ticketron ticket centers including Tower, Music Plus, Robinsons-May, select
Wholesale locations and the Sports Arena box office. To charge by phone call 278-TIXX. Random priority wristbands
will be issued at 9am. No line-ups prior to 9am. For more information call Bill Silva Presents hotline at 570-1222.
TODO: Content extraction
Satisfy your needs with our 60"x72" Wall Unit. Holds everything and retails around town for $399. Quotiting price $419.90!

That's Entertainment!
Hollywood in your home with O.F.O.'s 50"x40" Entertainment Center. Retails for $429. Quotiting price $459.90!

Accent your family room with our 3-Piece Coffee Table Set. Retails around San Diego for $136. Our quoting price $149.90!

Turn it up! On O.F.O.'s large 2'x36' Stereo Cabinet. Retails for $199.90. We'll quit for 889.90!

Hide those big bills in O.F.O.'s Roll-Top Desk. Seen around town for $1295. We'll quit selling this at $449.90!

No particle board in O.F.O.'s 5-Drawer Chest. Bums sell this necessity for $499. O.F.O. sells it for $259.00!

Legal or letter? O.F.O.'s 2-Drawer File Cabinet was reasonably priced at $199.90. A steal at 899.90!

Speaker Stands rock the house at $22.50 each!

O.F.O.'s T.V. Armoire adds a finishing touch to any bedroom or studio. Was $999.90. We quit priced at $499.00!

O.F.O.'s Traditional Wall Unit, a staple of any living room, retailed for $399 -- sells for $189.90!

Check out O.F.O.'s Computer Desk. Sold for $299 before. Now must be sold for $199.90!

Hurry, while supplies last! No whiners or babies 'cause when it's gone, it's gone...

WE QUIT
EVERYTHING MUST BE SOLD!!

UP TO...
70% OFF

HURRY...
ROCK 102.1
SAN DIEGO ORIGINAL MUSICIANS ASSOCIATION

CAMP ROCK 'N' ROLL II
An All-Day Music Festival Celebrating San Diego's Music

THURSDAY, 7 PM - MORTON METAL
FRIDAY, 7 PM - LUCY'S WHITE ROSE
SATURDAY, 7 PM - THE DOLPHINS

PERFORMERS

BLACK LEATHER BIKER WALLET W/CHAIN
$12.00
CAMPAIGN WALLET
$15.00

OCEANSIDE PIER AMPHITHEATER
Sunday, July 11, Noon-8 pm
ALL PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT THE ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION
ADVANCE TICKETS $10 / DAY OF SHOW $12

Produced by SOMA in conjunction with Kevin Holmes Productions
ROCK 102.1
SAN DIEGO ORIGINAL
MUSICIANS ASSOCIATION
CAMP ROCK N ROLL II
An All-Day Music Festival Celebrating San Diego's Music

TUESDAY 8 PM MUSICAL MESS: SAN DIEGO'S REAL THE KEY: NEAT MAMM!
WEDNESDAY 8 PM DISCO INFENO
THURSDAYS 8 PM LADIES' NIGHT
FRIDAYS 5 PM NAPPY HOUR
SATURDAYS 8 PM DANCEPLACE XTRAS
SUNDAY 3 PM KIRKWOOD PARK SHOWDOWN

PERFORMERS

Rock and Roll
Kingmother • Zaxas • King's Road • Voodoo
China Lake • Den of Thieves & More!
All acts WALK-IN
Sunday, July 11 • Noon-8 pm
OCEANSIDE PIER AMPHITHEATER
All proceeds to benefit the Arthritis Foundation
Advance tickets $10 / day of show $12
sharp Objects
The nonstop action does not make for an ending as simply a cease.

REVIEW
Public: in general, this is a wondrously propulsive and exciting movie. It is a great choice for theathrons who like to be entertained with a good story and professional acting. The film is well-made and entertaining. It is a must-see for anyone who enjoys action films.

financial files, enabling spelling to pay

totables debt to Germans, more significantly, to the public. The movie, after all, was over,

lackness, accompanied by the popular movies of the time. The film was a success, and

place around the park- 464-5535. How to make a film graphic by its influence on me-

action, for it matters, how much the film has matured and evolved. The film is a

10. It is similarly impossible to separate the particular moment without thinking of what a greater deal of excitement and

imagination.

11. The fast-motion aspect of the film is not the main reason why the film is fun to watch, but rather the speed at which the

charisms, which add to the complexity of the film.

12. For all the terrific scene

tightening and art meaning and soul-awareness, it would be wrong to invoke

feelings, it is the story of a man who is trying to make his way in the world

One thing to note is that the film is not aimed at children, but rather at the

the story of a man who is trying to make his way in the world.

CASH FOR CDs
EDITOR'S NOTE: The authorship of the text in the image could not be determined. The document appears to be a mix of various sections, including a calendar, movie listings, and blurbs about films. The text is not fully legible due to the nature of the scan and the layout of the page.
Sissy Sauces and Erotic Nights
This is not my sort of food; it's too rough and lacks mystery and romance.

...
Avalon Introduces 3 Steps To Better Dining

FATHER'S DAY
Let Dad Relax and We'll Do the Barbecue!
Serving from Our Outdoor Barbecue grill 5 PM
SATURDAY
Fathers will receive a complimentary gift with every Father's Day dinner.

FRIES A LA FREE, MAN.
Hey, your new island has opened! So we're giving away a free one-pound basket of Island Fries with this coupon and the purchase of any Hamburger, Grilled Sandwich, Taco or Shrimp. So come on down! And taste our Island setting. It's a beautiful thing.

Sunset 4-Course Dinner *$9.95
Every day from 7 pm to 10 pm. Ask about our wine and dessert package.

Millegan's
Ocean View Dining in Casual Elegance

Two For One Dinner, Lunch or Brunch Everyday

A Great Lunch Shouldn't Take Too Long, Cost Too Much,
Or Come in a Bag

AVALON INTRODUCES 3 STEPS TO BETTER DINING

STEP 1
ACCOUTREMENTS
$12.95
Served with our famous house salad and a choice of soup or salad.

STEP 2
ROASTED CHICKEN
$10.95
Served with a choice of vegetables and a choice of soup or salad.

STEP 3
FOOD POISON REGULAR
$9.95
Served with a choice of soup or salad.

Avalon
1739 La Jolla Blvd.
(858) 453-8000

KARL STRAUSS TO GO!
Give Dad San Diego's "BEST LOCAL BEER" for FATHER'S DAY

A STRAWBERRY GATEWAY & BRITTISH ALES

VEGETARIAN BUFFET LUNCH
VEGETARIAN BUFFET LUNCH
$5.95
Mango Tango peppers, tofu, and greens

PIZZA DEAL OF THE DAY
Pizza Meal Deal *$9.95
Any two pizzas for $9.95, plus tax.

FATHER'S DAY LUNCH
$7.50
All you can eat! Mother's Day Buffet for $10.95

MADARIAS PLAZA RESTAURANT
1951 Logan St.
(619) 694-9730

CUCINA FIESCA
Fine Italian Dining
2 FOR 1

STAR OF INDIA
Authentic Indian Cuisine

WE'LL PROVIDE THE MEAL. You PROVIDE THE MEAL.

Karl Strauss Taps 80 Beers

NEW! KARL STRAUSS BEER ON TAP IN OLD COLUMBIA BREWERY & GRILL
### Classified Ads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Free Classifieds</th>
<th>Paid Classifieds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roommate Hotline</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phone Matches</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mexican American, quiet, 27-year-old female student, loves movies, especially classics, animals, camping, outings, music of all types. Seeking...</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Contents</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classified Ads</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Opportunities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auto</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Real Estate</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sports</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uniforms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limo Service</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wedding/Prom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pet Services</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Help Wanted

#### ADN Nursing Instructor

**Southwestern College**

- **Location:** San Diego, CA
- **Position:** ADN Nursing Instructor
- **Responsibilities:** Teach basic nursing skills, including patient care, communication, and teamwork.
- **Qualifications:** Bachelor's degree in Nursing, strong interpersonal skills, and experience in a clinical setting.
- **Salary:** Competitive
- **Application:** Submit resume and cover letter to [application@email.com](mailto:application@email.com)

**San Diego, CA 92118-5853**
PICTURE STORY
by the San Diego Historical Society

Parch of the Coronado Island Yacht Club.

G. 1930. Seven miles west of the Tijuana estuary, the four rocky isles de las Coronados offered little to mainlanders save for drinking and gambling on the southernmost island during Prohibition years. Note the white capstans placed on the porch deck next to each cluster of club guests.

South Island was known as "Swagler's Cove," so-named for the live booty—Chinese nationals—huddled there before being spirited across the water to California shores. These days, except for the occasional visit by biologists or naturalists, the islands play host to a small Mexican military outpost.

(From the Tier Collection)
DO YOU BELIEVE IN THE SUPERNATURAL?

Then you’ll love the Solid Gold Hund-N-Flocken
The Super natural, Super premium dog & cat food.

The #1 allergy of pets is soybeans, the #2 allergy is wheat, the #3 allergy is corn. It makes pets chew at the root of their tail and lick their feet. Yet, only a few fleas are ever seen. Solid Gold Hund-N-Flocken (means dog food flakes in German) and Solid Gold Katz-N-Flocken use amaranth, millet and barley that are non-allergenic.

"Animal fat contributes to cancer and heart disease,” according to the Surgeon General. Solid Gold uses no animal/poultry fat. We use canola oil and flaxseed oil which are good for the pets. But we never use corn oil or safflower oil, thought to contribute to cancer.

60 Minutes said 58% of all chickens contain salmonella poisoning. Some dog food companies could buy this contaminated chicken. Poultry by-products could mean beak, feet and feathers — no nourishment there. Solid Gold never uses chicken. We use fish and lamb.

COUPON SAVINGS ON SOLID GOLD

Hund-N-Flocken means Dog Food Flakes
Hundchen Flocken means Puppy Food Flakes
Katz-N-Flocken means Cat Food Flakes

SAVE $1.00 on 40# Bag.
SAVE 50¢ on 20# Bag.
SAVE 25¢ on 4# Bag.

Exp. 7/15/93

Good only at the Solid Gold Health Products for Pets and Do It Yourself Doggie Wash.

SOLID GOLD
1483 N. Cuyamaca
El Cajon 92020

Mon.-Fri., 10-6
Sat., 10-4
Doggie Wash Hours
Mon.-Fri., 10-5
465-9507 or
Sat., 10-3
Closed Sunday
258-1914
Closed Sunday
Bring Your Dog.
Your Key to Downtown Living.

From the moment you walk through the Gaslamp Quarter, you'll know this is the place. Trilogy offers Downtown's premier live/work lofts. Three historic buildings with ultramodern conveniences and styles from decades past.

Live/Work Lofts

231-1505

Triology

311 Fourth Avenue

Gaslamp Quarter

Leasing office open Monday-Friday 10 am-4 pm

Call for appointment • On site: Saturday 11 am-3 pm

YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR
REDUCED RENTAL RATES!

You may qualify for reduced rental rates! Contact your leasing agent for details. Call 1-888-722-7727.

Shared Office Suites

From $250 a Month

Executive Suites from $330

Shared Office Suites also available

La Jolla Complex

7235 Fim Avenue • La Jolla • 425-3500

PRICED TO SELL!!

Fully Remodeled Homes Priced From $117,900 To $289,900

- Low down payment
- 4 bedrooms, 2 baths
- Separate living room, family room
- Beautifully decorated

Only 2 Houses Left!

Call 678-5488 Ask for Ange

Modern Properties
K. WATANABE CORP
ENGINES & TRANSMISSIONS
OVER 8,000 ENGINES & TRANSmissions
LOW MILEAGE CLEANED AND "HOT RUN" TESTED
SUPER LOW PRICES ON EVERYTHING
1-800-750-2KWC
8166 MIRAMAR ROAD • SAN DIEGO, CA 92126

REBUILT • USED
• CYLINDER HEADS
SERVICIO EN ESPAÑOL
INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

FAST FREE DELIVERY
LARGEST SUPPLIER IN JAPAN

OPEN 6 DAYS

*Engines & transmissions only within 15-mile radius Mon.-Fri.

Deal with the owner directly, no salesman!

- Fast Transmission
- Rebuilt Transmission
- Clutch Special
- One Day Service
- Free Tune-Up
- Free Radiator Flush

K. WATANABE CORP
1-800-750-2KWC

SuspenSion Speciality Centers

Four Wheel Brake Special
$69.95

Compinentalized Front End Alignment
$19

Wheel Balance & Rotors All 4 Tires
$49

Power Steering Maintenance Special
$99

24" $39
36" $69
54" $89

Clutch Special $189

Timing Belt Critical Service $79

SUSPENSION SPECIALITY CENTERS

AutomoTive!

Timing Belt $90.00
CV Joint $50.00
Clutch Special $130.00

Clutch

268-9731

415-123-4567
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